Proximal row carpectomy for the treatment of scaphoid nonunion.
Nonunion of the scaphoid bone may occur even with early diagnosis of fracture and modern internal fixation techniques. A pattern of degenerative instability termed scaphoid nonunion advanced collapse may lead to collapse of the carpus with irreversible articular damage initially isolated to the radiostyloid joint. Proximal row carpectomy (PRC), which removes the intercalary proximal row and creates a radiocapitate articulation, is a motion preserving salvage procedure which unloads the areas of articular pathology, and creates a new articulation that allows motion and is able to bear compressive forces over time. Although results of PRC specifically for scaphoid nonunion are clearly not reported in the article, several studies demonstrate that PRC provides a pain relieving and motion-sparing salvage option particularly suited for this condition.